
Quick Start 
Guide
Say hello to the revolutionary 
power of rechargeable  
hearing aid batteries.
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Plug the power cord into the USB  
wall adapter and into a power outlet. 
The charger should flash green once 
to indicate power is flowing to  
the charger.

Place your hearing aids in the 
designated slots in the charger—the 
hearing aid wires should be facing  
the same side of the charger as  
the power cable.
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Green blinking lights will indicate  
the hearing aids are charging. When 
the lights stop blinking and turn solid 
green, the hearing aids are completely 
charged. Charging can take up to  
7 hours. 

After the lights turn solid green,  
your hearing aids are ready to 
use. Hearing aids will power on 
automatically and are ready  
to wear.
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Visit www.zpowerbattery.com for a copy of the  
user guide, FAQs, and more helpful tips.

Fully charge your hearing aids every night. If your hearing aids are not being worn for two 
weeks at a time, remove the batteries. Batteries 
should be stored in a safe and dry location 
where they will not touch each other or other 
metal objects.

If one or both of the charging lights are solid red, 
it means that the charger does not recognize the 
battery inside the hearing aids; verify the battery is 
a ZPower silver-zinc battery. If it is and you’re still 
having trouble, try removing and reinserting the 
battery. If the light continues to be red, consult your 
hearing care provider as the battery may need to 
be replaced. Batteries should be replaced at least 
once a year.

If you hear the hearing aid low battery indicator, 
place hearing aids in designated slots on the 
charger or temporarily change out the ZPower 
battery and replace with a zinc-air disposable. 
Never try to squeeze more battery life by 
opening and closing the battery door. 

Regularly use a soft tissue or cloth to keep 
contacts (in charger wells and on your hearing 
aid doors) dry and clean.

If you stop wearing your hearing aids during the 
day, place them back in the charger. Make sure 
the charger is plugged in.
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